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**Administration of Justice**

Curbing the court: why the public constrains judicial independence Brandon L. Bartels 1975- (author); Christopher D Johnston (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press 2020
[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51833336390001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51833336390001701)

Gender, poverty and access to justice: policy implementation in Sub-Saharan Africa David Lawson 1971- (editor, author); Adam Dubin (editor, author); Lea Mwambene (editor, author) Abingdon, Oxon; New York, NY: Routledge 2021
[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51830510500001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51830510500001701)

**Antitrust**

TC Law Library General Collection K3850 .C655 2020

TC Law Library Reserve KF1649 .H68 2020

**Biography**

TC Law Library General Collection KK185.F725 M67 2020

**Business Organizations**

TC Law Library General Collection KF1380 .M39 2020

TC Law Library Reserve KF1414 .H35 2020
**Civil Practice & Procedure**

TC Law Library General Collection KF8915 .K795 2019

Class actions and government Mulheron, Rachael P. author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K2243 .M85 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KE8404.A66 P83 2019

**Civil Rights**

Canadian pluralism and the charter : moral diversity in a free and democratic society Derek B. M Ross (editor) ; Sarah Mix-Ross (editor). Toronto, Ontario : LexisNexis Canada Inc 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KE4430 .C36 2019

**Commercial Law**

TC Law Library Reserve K3943 .F64x 2020

The Development of Commercial Law in Sweden and Finland (Early Modern Period-Nineteenth Century) Katja Tikka (editor) Leiden; Boston : Brill | Nijhoff 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51829840600001701

**Comparative Law**

TC Law Library General Collection KF387 .G44 2020

**Conflict of Laws**

TC Law Library General Collection KJE983.C66 R658 2020

TC Law Library Reserve KF412 .B67 2020

TC Law Library Reserve KF412 .S68 2020
Constitutional Law

Europe's second constitution: crisis, courts and community Markus W. Gehring (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY, USA: Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51834670640001701

Our democratic First amendment Bhagwat, Ashutosh A. author. Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY, USA: Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KF4770 .B5 2020

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51833856430001701

Routledge handbook of comparative constitutional change Xenophōn I Kontiadēs (editor); Alkmēnē Phōtiadou (editor) Abingdon, Oxon; New York, NY: Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51830170410001701

The prophet of modern constitutional liberalism: John Stuart Mill and the Supreme Court Hill, John L. 1960- author. (John Lawrence), Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY, USA: Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KF4749 .H55 2020

Contracts

Drafting & revising contracts: an introduction to drafting in plain English and revising complex form documents Fernandez, Ben L., author. Lake Mary, FL: Vandeplas Publishing 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KF801 .F47 2019

Courts

TC Law Library General Collection KNC459 .T49 2020

The Court of Justice of the Economic Community of West African States as a constitutional Court: member states obligations resulting from the Court's rulings Bado, Kangnikoé, 1981- author. Baden-Baden: Nomos 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KQE339 .B3313 2019

Criminal Law & Procedure

Bias in the law: a definitive look at racial prejudice in the U.S. criminal justice system Joseph Avery, editor. Lanham, Maryland: Lexington Books 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KF384 .B53 2020

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51831643290001701

Is rape a crime?: a memoir, an investigation, and a manifesto Bowdler, Michelle author. New York: Flatiron Books 2020
TC Law Library General Collection HV6558 .B693 2020
Criminal Law & Procedure (cont'd)

No place for the state: the origins and legacies of the 1969 Omnibus Bill Christopher Dummitt, editor. Vancouver ; Toronto: UBC Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KE8809 .N6 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KF9654 .H38 2020

TC Law Library General Collection HV7419 .J33 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KD4645 .M39 2020

Cultural Property

A third way: decolonizing the laws of indigenous cultural protection Hoffmann, Hillary, 1975- author. Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY, USA: Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KF8205 .H64 2020

Discrimination

Islamophobia and the law Cila Akila Choudhury (editor); Khaled A. Beydoun (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51789715010001701

Dispute Resolution

TC Law Library General Collection KZ6045 .O56 2020

Domestic Relations

TC Law Library General Collection KF547 .S734 2020

Elections

Election interference: international law and the future of democracy Ohlin, Jens David author. Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K3304 .O35 2020

The best candidate: presidential nomination in polarized times Eugene D Mazo (Eugene David), 1973- (editor); Michael Dimino (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51833855800001701
Environmental Law & Policy


Evidence


Executive Power


Foreign Investment


Government Contracts


Human Rights


Human Rights and the Concept of a Human Community with a Shared Future Jian Chang (editor) ; Ruoyu Li (editor) ; Hui Shi (editor) ; Chong Zhang (editor) Leiden; Boston : Brill | Nijhoff 2020 https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51837838560001701
Human Rights (cont’d)

Human Rights imperialists : the extraterritorial application of the European Convention on Human Rights
TC Law Library General Collection KJC5138 .M35 2020

TC Law Library General Collection HM585 .R35 2020

Social institutions and international human rights law implementation : every organ of society Julie Fraser 1981- (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51833613480001701

TC Law Library General Collection K3249 .H86 2019

TC Law Library General Collection JC571 .P33 2020

Immigration

The president and immigration law Cox, Adam author. New York, NY : Oxford University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KF4819 .C69 2020

Intellectual Property

TC Law Library General Collection KF2994 .M39 2020

The Cambridge handbook of international and comparative trademark law Irene Calboli (editor) ; Jane C Ginsburg (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51834682600001701

International Law

Emer de Vattel and the politics of good government : constitutionalism, small states and the international system Trampus, Antonio author. Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KZ2414 .T73 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KZ3410 .E93 2020
International Law (cont’d)

TC Law Library General Collection KZ7000 .M38 2020

Infidels and empires in a new world order: early modern Spanish contributions to international legal thought Lantigua, David M. author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KZ1242 .L36 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KZ7145 .S75 2020

Nationals abroad: globalization, individual rights, and the making of modern international law Casey, Christopher A., 1984- author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KZ3410 .C37 2020

Realizing reparative justice for international crimes: from theory to practice Cohen, Miriam, 1983-author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K5250 .C64 2020

Space and fates of international law: between Leibniz and Hobbes Ekaterina Yahyaoui Krivenko (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51831640100001701

The dawn of a discipline: international criminal justice and its early exponents Frédéric Mégret (editor) ; Immi Tallgren (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51833614050001701

The International Criminal Court: Contemporary Challenges and Reform Proposals Richard H. Steinberg 1960- (editor) Leiden; Boston : Brill | Nijhoff 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51829829040001701

The international criminal responsibility of war's funders and profiteers Nina H. B Jørgensen (editor) ; Chinese University of Hong Kong. Faculty of Law (sponsoring body) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51834670820001701

The nature of international humanitarian law: a permissive or restrictive regime? Anne Quintin (author) ; Edward Elgar Publishing (publisher) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51837033920001701

TC Law Library General Collection KZ6471 .O94 2020
International Law (cont’d)

TC Law Library General Collection KZ6718 .L34 2020

Women's rights in armed conflict under international law Catherine O'Rourke (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51837690820001701

International Organizations

TC Law Library General Collection KZ4850 .H57 2020

International Trade

International trade, investment, and the sustainable development goals : World Trade Forum World Trade Forum (2018 : Florence, Italy), (author) ; Cosimo Beverelli (editor) ; Jürgen Kurtz (editor) ; Damian Raess (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51834683930001701

Judges

TC Law Library General Collection KE8293.A6 M38 2020

Jurisprudence

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51830438560001701

Law in the first person plural : roots, concepts, topics Bert van Roermund (author) ; Edward Elgar Publishing (publisher) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51837034190001701

TC Law Library General Collection K247 .P7625 2020

The Cambridge companion to the philosophy of law John Tasioulas, editor. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K235 .C36 2020

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51837690390001701
**Labor & Employment**

Law Feminist judgments: rewritten employment discrimination opinions Deborah Gordon (Deborah S.) (editor); Browne Lewis (editor); Carla Spivack 1961- (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY, USA: Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51833855880001701

**Law & Economics**

Economics in legal reasoning Péter Cserne, editor. Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K487.E3 E36 2020

**Law of the Sea**

New Knowledge and Changing Circumstances in the Law of the Sea Tomas H Heidar (editor) Leiden; Boston: Brill | Nijhoff 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51837887560001701

**Law—Australia**

Australian law in context: social, political and global perspectives Radavoi, Ciprian N., author. Chatswood, NSW; New York, New York: LexisNexis 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KU68 .R33 2020

**Law—Iran**

TC Law Library General Collection KMH1572 .L44 2020

**Legal Education**

TC Law Library Reserve KF273 .H4 2020

**Legal Research, Writing & Publishing**

TC Law Library General Collection KF240 .J34 2020

Computational legal studies: the promise and challenge of data-driven research Ryan Whalen (editor); Edward Elgar Publishing (publisher) Northampton: Edward Elgar Publishing 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51837034040001701

TC Law Library Reserve KF240 .O47x 2020
Politics & Government

Justifying injustice: legal theory in Nazi Germany Herlinde Pauer-Studer (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom : Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51837025600001701

Practice of Law

Getting the whole truth : interviewing techniques for the lawyer Zalma, Barry author. Chicago : American Bar Association Solo Small Firm and General Practice Division 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KF311 .Z35 2020

Public Law

TC Law Library General Collection KD3930.A75 C66 2018

Refugees

TC Law Library General Collection HV640.4.E85 S36 2020

Chinese refugee law and policy Song, Lili (Law teacher) author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York : Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KNQ485.R43 S685 2020

Human rights and the revision of International Refugee Law Romit Bhandari (author) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51834798180001701

Rule of Law

TC Law Library General Collection KF382 .P35 2020
TC Law Library Faculty Display (Painter)

Taxation

TC Law Library General Collection KD5359 .D4 2020

Technology

Algorithms and law Martin Ebers 1970- (editor) ; Susana Navas 1966- (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York : Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51833336250001701
Technology (cont’d)

TC Law Library General Collection KF390.5.C6 S73 2020

Terrorism

Just war theory and non-state actors : using an historical body of knowledge in modern circumstances Smith, Eric E. author. Abingdon, Oxon ; New York : Routledge 2020
TC Law Library General Collection U21.2 .S614 2020

The law of the list : UN counterterrorism sanctions and the politics of global security law Sullivan, Gavin, 1974- author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KZ6373 .S85 2020

The new EU counter-terrorism offences and the complementary mechanism of controlling terrorist financing as challenges for the rule of law. Kaiafa-Gbandi, Maria, author. Leiden : Koninklijke Brill NV 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KJE8780 .K35 2020

Torts

TC Law Library Reserve KF1250 .K88 2020

Transitional Justice

Transitional justice and corporate accountability from below : deploying Archimedes' lever Leigh A. Payne (author) ; José Roberto Gabriel Pereira 1977- (author) ; Laura Bernal-Bermúdez 1985- (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51830746290001701